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THE CLEVELAND LAW SCHOOL 
General Statement 
A generation ago the average lawyer obtained his legal 
education in an office, receiving such instruction as he could 
from the practicing lawyer in return for clerical or other 
services. Only the few were able or in fact did have the 
advantage of law school training. 
Nine out of ten were office bred. Many great lawyer 
were the product of the prevalent system, and the old­
fashioned leisurely lawyer had plenty of time thus to act 
as .an instructor. 
The Cleveland Law School was started, in 1897, as a 
night school, not as a competitor to the day school, but as 
a meians of a sistance to the students of the offices whose 
nominal preceptol's in the raipidly increasing strenuous life 
of the professor, were more and more neglecting them. 
It has never been the purpose of the school to advise 
prospectiv.e lawyers to take up the study of law as a side 
issue, where there is opportunity to pursue it otherwise. 
We, therefore, appeal to but three classes of men and 
women. 
First, to those who are studying law in an office under 
the old plan and desire instruction and assistance beyond 
that obtainable from the nominal preceptor, who may lack 
the time, the inclination or even the ability to be of much 
assistance. 
Second, to those who, while not desiring to enter the 
practice, desire a fair and useful knowledge of legal prin­
ciples as an .aid to commercial life. And, 
Third, to the youth of extreme energy, per everance and 
industry who must devote his days to labor in some other 
line, but who is willing to sacrifice his pleasure and devote 
practically all his leisure time in mastering the knowledge 
necessary to proficiency in the practice of law. 
. In the years that the Cleveland Law School has operated 
we have attracted and graduated many of each of these 
classes. We are proud of our graduates. 
Many of them have not taken up the profession of law, 
but are leaders in other walks of life. 
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:\lany of them have chosen the profession and have al­
most invariably been successful. You will find them on the 
bench and leaders of the bar. At the present time thirteen 
out of sixteen of the presiding judges in the Municipal 
Court of Cleveland are graduates of the Cleveland Law 
Schoo], as .are also the County Prosecutor and five of his 
assistants. 
Advantages 
The Cleveland Law School is located in the heart of the 
city, mid-way between the Federal Court House and the new 
County Court, and easily accessible by street car from any 
portion of Cuyahoga or adjoining counties. Our faculty is 
composed of men all of whom are experienced lawyers, who 
have been for years active at the trial table or on the bench. 
The lectures are given by men peculiarly fitted for 
these several branches, and the lessons assigned are such 
that the ambitious student can spend upon them all the time 
at his disposal. 
We do not profess to make lawyers, but only assist 
young men and women to make lawyers out of themselves. 
Library Facilities 
In September, 1924, a new reading and study room was 
created and approximately one thousand new volumes 
added to the school library. Here the student has access 
to the Ohio State Reports, (of which there are three sets), 
Ohio Court of Appeals, Ohio N isi Pritts, Ohio Circuit Court 
Reports, United States Reports, Lawyers' Reports Anno­
tated, American Law Reports, Corpus Juris and Cyc (two 
sets), the general Statutes of Ohio and the Digests of same, 
and numerous text and case books, to supplement the gen­
eral course of study. The library is free to any student 
of the school and is at his disposal from 9 a. m. to 9 p. m. 
every day except Saturday after 1 p. m. and on Sunday. 
The Cuyahoga County Law Library, one of the finest 
in the country, is located in the County Court House, just 
one block north of the School, while the Public Library is 
just one block east. The former offers special rates for 




Admission to the Bar 
Sec/ion 1. Except a pro,·ided in tion 1703 General .ode, concerning 
persons who haYe been admitted and practicec_I ~n the hi h t court. of 
another tate, or in the upreme Court of the l:mted tates, for a penod 
of fiye years, no per n hall be adm_itted to th~ bar except ul?On :in exam­
ination and certificate of the tandmg Committee on Examination . 
Seclio11 2. There hall be appointed, to take effect on the fir t day of 
January, 1901 , ten di reet and judiciou attorne~· a~d counselor -at-law 
to be known a the ta ndin ommittee on Exammat1on . Two members 
of the committee hall be appointed for one year, two for two yea r , two 
for three }·ears, two for four year , and two for fiye year . Their ucce sors 
shall be appointed for a term of fiye yea rs each. 
Secf1.on 3. Th tanding ommittee shall hold exa mination of appli­
cants for admission to the Bar in the City of Columbus, Ohio, on the last 
Tuesday a nd \l\led n day of June a nd the first Tuesday a n I Wednesday 
of December. o oth r exam inat ions will be held . Exami nations must 
be conducted under t h di re tion of t he Committee . 
Each examiner shalt grade the papers of he appt·icants in the s.ubjects _in 
which he has sub1l'l'itted questions and forward /iis report to the Chief Justice 
of the Supreme Court, who shalt cause the grades to be tabulated. 
Section 3a. ' o a1 pli ant hall be admitted un less he has susta ine I on 
his written a nswer to th que tions of the examiner a n average grade of 
75 percent on an exami nation embracing the following ubj cts :­
The law of real and persona l property, torts, contract , vidence, ple<t:d­
ing, pa.rtner h_ip, bai~ment , neg~tiable in_strum!!"~ , agency, su~et}'. hip, 
domestic relation will , corporation , equity, cnmmal law, onst1tut1onal 
law, and the cano~ of profes ional ethics adopted by the hio tate Bar 
Association, at it 30th annual meeting, 1909. 
Sedion 3b. :\one but itizen of the ·nited tates will be admitted to 
the examination and eYen· appljcant must be twenty-one year of age. 
The printed interr atori · and the answers of applica nt thereto hall be 
submitted to the ourt, a nd, t ether with all certifical and paper re­
quired under thi rule, hall be filed ,,;th the Clerk and presen·ed. (As 
amended ::\0\-. 17, 192". 
Secti-011-l. REQ 'IRE:.\ IE::\T A TO GEX ERAL LL\R::\IX . Each 
applicant for registration as a law st11de11t mu.st present a certificate of g~neral 
learning 'iL'ilh his certificate that he has begun the study of law. uch certificate 
of general leami11g shall meet the folio· ing requiremmis: 
A. 	 If filed betu:em the 1-th da)' of October, 1926, a11d the 1-th day of Octo
{Jer. 1927 ii shall show that the appliaml has successfully completed one 
-year of study 1·11 a11 apprOi!ed college, to be evidenced ~y the sig11atttTe of 
the proper ojf icial thereof; or other educational equivalent lo be deler­
111i11ed in the 111a1111er prOl!ided by Paragraph "H" hereof. 
B . 	 On and after October 1-, 1927, it shall s/ur<11 that the applicant has suc
cessful/)' completed two 3•ears of study in an approved college, lo be 
evidenced by tire signature of the proper official thereof; or other educa
tional equivalent to be determined i n the manner provided by Paragraph 
"H" hereof. 
(' 	 It shalt fmther show­
(1) That the requirements for admission to the college isswing the same 
are at least 15 1rnits of high school cred·its and that the applicant 
satisfied said reg_11.irements. 
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(2) Tlze period of tlze applicant's atte11da11ce. 
(3) The number of college credits receired, which shall be 11ot less than 
30 semester hours, or 4 - quarter hours, for each year of st11dy in an 
appr<r..•ed college. 
D. 	 Applicants 'iL'ho register or apply for em.mi11ation 111uler the prm:isions 
of sections 7 and of this rule shall be required lo file urt~ficales of 
general leaming as prm:ided in paragraphs "A", 'B" a11d "C" hereof, 
at the time of such regislralion or application. 
E. 	 All credential presented under thi rule mu t be ubmitted to the 
Court a nd if the ourt i sati fied that the applicant ha the educa­
tional qualification requi red he will be admitted to regi tration . 
•-\11 credent ial pr nted hall be filed with the Jerk. 
F. 	 The Clerk of th i ourt is authorized to accept certificates which 
clearly meet the requirements of this ection. 
G. 	 Diploma hould not be pre ented. Certificate which may be re­
tained permanently a re desired . They should be upon the official 
stationery of the college or university in which the applicant carried 
on the study required. 
H. 	 Questions as to whether a particular college is an approved college within 
the meaning of this section, and questions as to the value to be given to 
credits presented from a college not approved, and guesti:ons relating to 
the su.fffriency of the credits presented by an applicant, shalt be ref erred 
to an examiner appointed by this Court, and his detennination of such 
quest·ions shall be final and shall be reported to this Court for record. 
I . 	 ~Members of the Ohio Association of Colleges are "apprcrved colleges." 
J. 	 Certificates of general learning meeting the req1dreme11ts of Section 4 as 
the same existed immediately prior to the adoption of this amendment 
will be accepted for registration until October 15, 1926. 
K. 	 Applicants who registered prior to June 7, 1923, who have not yet fi led 
certificates ofgeneral learning, may qualify in that respect by filing a cer­
tificate meeting tlze requirements of Section 4, as the same existed im
mediately prior to lite adoption of this amendment. (As amended 
January 14, 1926.) 
Section - . The ourt will not receiYe application for wah-er of the re­
quirement mentioned in tion 4. 
Section 6. £ ,·ery r ident of the tate who commenc the tudy of law 
on and after June 7, 192 , either under the tuition of an attorney-at-law, 
or at a law school, whether located in thi tate or elsewhere, hall file with 
the Clerk of the upreme ourt hi declaration of intention to commence 
the study of law preparatory to e.~mination for admi ion to the bar to­
gether ";th the certificate of uch attorney or of the chief officer of uch 
law school, a the ca may be, ho";ng hi name, a e and r idence, and 
the date when he commenced the study of law, which certificate hall be 
accompanied by a fee of one dolla r. As to all uch person the period re­
quired for the tudy of law by the rules of this Court hall date from the 
filing of such declaration and certificate. 
Before any such certificate a nd declaration hall be filed uch person hall 
present to the Clerk of thi ourt satisfactory e\·idence of genera l educa­
tional attainments a r quired by section 4 of this rule. (As amended 
May 22, 1923). 
Section 7. Every per on who shall commence the stud y of law while a 
non-resident of this stat , a nd who has not been regularly admitted as a n 
attorney-at-law in some court of record within the United States, shall, on 
coming into t his stat tor s i le, fi le with the Clerk a n a ffidavit showing that 
he has come into the state for the purpose of making it his permanent resi­
dence, a nd stating his name, age, present and former residence, a nd a lso 
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the certificate of his preceptor, or of the chief officer of his law school, 
showing the time when, and place or places where, and under whom, he 
has studied law; which papers shall be accompanied by a fee of one dollar 
and certificate of general learning as required by Section 4 of this rule. 
The one year's residence in this state required of such persons by section 
1701 General Code shall date from the filing of such papers. (As amended 
Feb. 25, 1925.) 
Section 8. Every person entitled to be admitted to the examination 
under Section 1702, General Code, on the ground that he has been regu­
larly admitted as an attorney and counselor at law in some court of record 
within the nited States, shall , not less than ninety days before the time 
fixed for the examination, file with the Clerk the following credentials: 
1. An affidavit showing that he is a resident of this state or that he has 
come into the state for the purpose of m3.king it his permanent residence, 
and stating his name, age and former and present residence. 
2. His certificate of admission to the bar. 
3. The certificate of a judge of the court of record in which he has 
practiced law, showing the time such judge has personally known him, the 
period of time he has practiced law and his moral and professional standing 
at such bar. 
4. Certificate of his preceptor or the law school which he attended show­
ing the period of his study of law. ( If the judge's certificate mentioned in 
No. 3 shows practice for three years or more this certificate is not required .) 
5. Certificate of general learning as required by Section four of this rule. 

Section 9. Repealed May 22nd, 1923. 

Section 10. Except as provided in Section 8, concerning persons who 

have been admitted to the bar in some Court of record within the United 
States, every person who desires to have his name enrolled for examina­
tion must not less than ninety days before the time fixed for the examina­
tion, file with the Clerk his application, giving his name, age, residence and 
postoffice address, and with such application he shall present a certificate: 
(1 ) from a law school where instruction is given during the day time and in 
which the entire time of the student is devoted to study of legal subjects, 
whose standing is approved by the Court , certifying that the applicant 
has regula rly and attentively studied in said law school for the period of 
three school years, or (2) from a law school where the entire time of the 
student is not devoted to the study of legal subjects, whose standing is 
approved by the Court, certifying that the applicant has regularly and 
attentively studied in said law school for the period of four school yea rs , 
or (3) if the applicant has studied law under the tutorage of an attorney in 
active practice as the preceptor and instructor of such applicant for a 
period of four calendar years, and not less than two hundred hours per 
year of actual legal instruction, the facts with relation to such instruction 
and practice shall be set forth in such certificate and duly verified by the 
affidavit of such attorney, showing that during such period he has given 
actual instruction for the required number of hours in the subjects enumer­
ated in Section 3a of this rule.• 
Provided, that students heretofore registered will be required to show 
compliance with this rule covering the period from and after January 15th , 
1924; and in no case will the certificate of another attorney or counselor 
at law be received unless it be shown by the affidavit of the applicant that 
his preceptor is dead or that his certificate cannot for some reason satis­
factory to the Court, be obtained, but in such case the certificate must 
show that the certifier has personal knowledge of the lenirth of time the 
"The Court bas ruled that no additional credit wil lb~ allowed to law school students for 
law study under attorneys between law school terms; nor is any additional credit allowed 
to such students for part time study in law offices during school terms. 
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applicant has been engaged in the study of law; also that the said certif ­
icate shall show the name and postoffice address of the applicant's pre­
ceptor. Each applicant for admission to such examination shall be re­
quired to state in an affidavit fil ed by him on his application for admission 
to such examination , that he is a citizen of the United States and that he 
has resided in the State of Ohio for the year last past, and that he has read 
the Canons of Professiona l Ethics, adopted by the Ohio State Bar As o­
ciation July 7, 1909, and has faithfully endeavored to make himself ac­
quainted with the same, and that he will endeavor to conform his profes­
sional conduct thereto. (As amended Jan. 15, 1924, and Feb. 25, 1925.)t 
Section 11. No certificate, affidavit or other paper produced in con­
formity with this rule shall be deemed conclusive evidence of the facts 
therein stated, and in all cases the court must be satisfied of the truth 
thereof before the applicant shall be admitted to examination. 
Section 12. Each application for admi ion to an examination must be 
accompanied by an examination fee of 15.00, which will be returned to 
the applicant if his name is not placed on the examination roll. If his 
name is placed on the examination roll, and he fails to receive a certificate 
of qualification, an additional examination fee of 10.00 must accompany 
each subsequent application . If the applicant, on examination, shall be 
rejected, he may be admitted to the next examination upon filing a certi ­
ficate from a law school or an attorney, as required by Section 10 of this 
rule, that he has studied law for the period of six months subsequent to the 
date of his former examination; but no one shall be admitted to more than 
five examinations. (As amended Jan. 20, 1925.) 
Section 13. After the expiration of the thirtieth day before the exam­
ination the court will examine the papers filed by the applicant, and cause 
him to be notified whether he will be admitted to the examination un­
conditionally, or subject to the production of a supplemental certificate 
of additional study, when that may be necessary, and if so admitted, will 
cause his name to be placed on the examination roll which will be delivered 
to the Standing Committee. 
Section 14. The Standing Committee may, subject to the approval of 
the court, make rules not inconsistent herewith, for the conduct of the 
examinations, which , together with this rule, shall be published in pamphlet 
form for distribution by the Standing Committee. 
Section 15. The applicant upon receiving the oath of office, shall sign 
a roll showing the date of his admission and the place of his residence. The 
oath administered shall be as follows: 
I DO SOLEM LY SWEAR: 
I will support the Constitution of the United States and the Constitution 
of the State of Ohio; 
I will maintain the respect due to courts of justice and judicial officers; 
I will not counsel or maintain any suit or proceeding which shall appear 
to me to be unjust, nor any defense except such as I believe to be honestly 
debatable under the law of the land; 
I will employ for the purpose of maintaining the causes confided to me 
such means only as are consistent with truth and honor, and will never 
seek to mislead the judge or jury by any artifice or false statement of fact 
or law; 
I will maintain the confidence and preserve inviolate the secrets of my 
client, and will accept no compensation in connection with his business 
except from him or with his knowledge and approval; 
tNote:-Any student may obtain a copy of the American Bar Association publication 
containing above named Canons of Professional Ethics by application to the Clerk of the 
Supreme Court. Blank application for admission to the examination should also be ob­
tained from the Clerk. 
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I will abstain from all offen i,·e personaliry, and ad,·ance no fact pre­
judicial to the honor or reputation of a party or witn --, uni required by 
the ju tice of the cause v.ith which I am charged; 
I will ne,-er reject, from any con iderarion personal to my Ir, the use 
of the defenseless or oppr , or delay any man' cau for lucre or 
malice. SO HELP ~IE D. 
Suiion 16. Refers to keepin record , etc. 
Section 17. The followin form mu·t be used for the certi6 te by a 
preceptor, menrioned in tion 10-12 of thi rule.. 
To the Supreme Court of Ohio: 
I Hereby Certify, That I am an attorney engaged in acth·e practice of 
law, and that I have acted a the preceptor and instructor oL --------- ­
an applicant for admi ion to th bar examination for the period of_ __ __ _ 
calendar years, and ________ month, from _____ ___ , 19____ to__ 
19____ . I further certify that said applicant is a citiz n of th ' nited 
tates and of the tate of hio; that he has resided in said tat for on 
year last past; that he i ov r 21 years of age, of good moral character; 
t hat he bas regularly a nd a t tentively studied law under my tutora e for 
t he entire period of time abov n. m d a nd t hat d uring said period I gave 
to said applicant not 1 ss tha n two hundred hours per year of a t ua l 1 ga l 
instruction; I furth er certify that sa i 1 a pplicant has sati fa loril y om­
pleted a course of stud y in a ll the subj ects enumeraled in lion 3a of 
Rule XIV; that I believ him to b a person of sufficient lega l kn owl clge 
a nd ability to discha rge t h luti s of an Attorney a nd ounsel r-at- la w, 
a nd would therefore recom rn nd his admission to t he ba r. 
Attorn y-at-Law.
Dated aL. ________ ____ ___________ ., 
-------- - ---------- -----· . D. 19___ _ 
tate of Ohio, ___ ____ _____ ount)', 
-- -- ---- - ----- ------------------ · bein duly worn. · y tha t he i 
the attorney who igned th for oin certificare, and that the fact th rein 
tated are true, as he ,·erily beli ,. . 
worn to before me and u ribed in my presence thi __________ day of 
____ ______ _____ ____ _______..\. D. 19___ _ 
(Seal) • ' otary Public, _______ _____ ounty , hio . 
. "ote:-Blank fonns for ttrtificate and application should b<o obtained f m the Clerk. 
The above section as amended. ..-as adopted Jan. 1·. 19H. and "uch ccnificau must b<o 
u*"1 for =tifying any law study a fter that date. 
ution l . Repealed. 
Sution 19. ertificat of tudy i,·en by school known a corr ­
pondence law school , or by law) rs \\"ithout the state, certifrin that the 
applicant bas rudied und r th ir upervi ion within the tat o hio, do 
not sari fy the Ohio tarute and the rut respecting tudy ord r cl by the 
upreme Court of hio, and uch certificates will not be filed or in any 
way recognized . 
Admi ion Without Examination 
Section 20. An applica nt for admission to t he bar of hio without 
xa mination , under Section 1703, enera l Code, must fi le wit h th ' lerk 
the following credent ia ls: 
1. Certificate of a lmission as a n attorney a nd coun se lor-al- la w in th 
highest court of another state afte r two year 's study of t he law, a nd upon 
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a regular examination, whi h tudy and examination mu t be _hown ither 
by a certificate of the fact or by a requirement thereof in the L tute of 
uch ate.. 
2. Certificate from the Jud c of the ourt of Record in which the appli­
cant practiced, that he i of ood moral character and that he has be n an 
acti\'e practitioner in ood and r lar tandin , in the court of uch 
tate or in the upreme ourt of the · nited tares for a period of not 1 
than fi..-e years immediately precedin hi removal to the tate of hio. 
Thi certificate must be auth nticated by the Clerk of ourt under I. 
3. Certificate of ood moral character, and recommendation from me 
attorney-at-law of thi tate, th t the applicant be admitted to the bar 
of Ohio. 
4-. The affidavit of th appli ant that h i a resident of thi talc, or ha 
come into the tate for the purpose of making it hi permanent r idence. 
fee of 16.00 mu t ace mpany the application. 
Rule Relating to Foreign ttorney 
utioii 21. Attorney -at-law re idin without the tale of hio, not 
members of t he bar of th is state, who have been retai ned in any ca e as­
signed for ora l argument, may 1 e heard therein upon bei ng presented to 
the ourt by a member of th e 13a r of Ohio. 
olumbus, Ohio EBA H . MILLER, 
J an . 14, 1926 Clerk of Supreme ourt. 
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Admission to the School 
The requirement for graduation from the Law chool 
are the same a tho e pre cribed by the state tatute f r 
admi sion to the bar already quoted. 
Applicant for admi ion to the Law chool, mu t have 
attended a recog nized coll eg fo r a peri d of t\Yo yea r . 
Perons otherwise qualified who present credit from 
reputable law ·chools havin"' requirements similar to th e 
of this Law cbool will be admitted to the advanced tand­
ing to which such credit may entitle them, provided uch 
credits do not cover a period of tudy exceeding three years. 
Admission to the Bar of Ohio, r equir es one year's stncly in 
the State of Ohio, and graduation from The Cleveland Law 
School r equires one year's study in the classes of 'l'he Cleve­
land Law SchooJ.. redit will not be given for legal tncly 
pursued under the direction of a correspondence school. 
VJ Special Students 
VJ 
< P ersons not candidate for a degree, may pursue one 
.....l 
or more cour e a pecial h1dents, provided they are quali­
fied to take nch cour es to advantage. They will receive 
a certificate for all work done and may en r at any time a 
candida for a d 1rree provided they were ub tant ially 
qua lified under the above r equirements for admi ion as 
r e"'nlar student a the time of first entering the school. 
Matriculation 
tudent are urued to nter at the beginning of the 
chool year. 
Register Early 
The first em ter begins September 17, 1928. The 
office, w hich is 1 cated in the Engin eer s' Building, is open 
for regist ration every day, from 9 a . m. to 4 p. m., except 
on Saturday, when it closes a t 1 p. m. 
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Hours of Lectures 
The lectm·e, for the F i1 t, econd and 'Dhird year 
cla es are given v ry )fouday, Wednesday and Friday, in 
the late .afternoon and vening. The student may select the 
!;e · ·ion that w:ill best uit his convenience. The evening 
and afternoon cours<'S ar the rune. 
The lectures for the Fourth year cla are given on 
Tu iays and Thursday . 
Lecture Hours 
Monday, ' edne day and Friday; 
Afternoon e ions ______5 to 7 P . M. 
Evening Ses ions --------- 7 to 9 P. M. 
Tuesday and Thursday; 
Evening Sessions__________________________ 6 to 9 P. M. 
This arrangement enables the school to profit by the 
services of lecturers engaged in practice or in public service, 
while it gives to students the entire day for study, visiting 
the libraries, or attending the sessions of the Courts. 
The course covers a period of four years, at the end of 
which time students who have maintained the required 
standard of scholarship and character are entitled to a 
certificate admittino- them to the state bar examination, 
and the course of tudy i uch that the diligent student of 
proper preliminary education ought to have no great diffi­
culty in being admitted to the bar. 
A degree of LL. B. i conferred upon those qualified 
students who have completed the four years' work. 
Attendance 
Students are required to be regular in their attendance 
at the lecture . Irre"'ular attendance results not only in a 
loss of intere t in the tudy of the law, but in a lowered 
tandard of scholar hip. If, therefore, in the judgment of 
the Faculty, a student, because of his irregular attendance, 
•S not maintainiug the required standing, his registration 
and enrollment in the class will be cancelled. A certificate 
of regular attendance will be refused unless the require­
ments of the school are fully met. The student who is 
present at ninety per cent or more of the lectures through­




Class examinations are held at the close of each subject. 
These examinations are intended to test the thoroughness of 
the student s work. 
An average of 75 per cent. in his grades must be at­
tained to entitle a student to a certificate of attendance. 
o special examinations are granted, save in cases of 
sickness on the day of examination, or for other impera­
tive cause approved by the Dean of the School. In no case 
will such examination be granted unless prompt applica­
tion be made thetefor. 
Method of Instruction 
The case system of teaching law seems best adapted 
to the needs of the law school whose students in the main 
have no occupation other than that of students. 
A large majority of our students on the other hana are 
employed during the day in other lines of industry, and 
therefore our instructors follow the text-book system, com­
bining with it lectures, and citing cases to be read by those 
who desire a degree. 
The system in vogue is that known as the ''Dwight 
Method'' and it con ists of lessons from a text-book assigned 
in advance, recitation· from the students, and explanations 
from the instructor. 
Courses of Instruction 
The courses of instruction offered are carefully graded 
between the four year . A regular student may take any 
course offered in the year to which he belongs, or any 
course not already taken in the preceding year; but he 
may not take, without special permission, a course assigned 
to a succeeding year. 
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COURSES FOR DEGREE OF LL. B. 
First Year 
Lectures on Elementary Law________________ _______________________________ ____ Six hours 
Professor Willis Vickery 
2 Contracts ---------------------------------------------------------------------------Sixty-four hours 
Text Book: Clark on Contracts and Throckmorton's 
Cases on Contracts. 
Professor Willis Vickery 
Professor W. F. Marsteller 
Professor M. C. Harrison 
3 Criminal Law ·---------.. ··----------------- .. -- .. -- .. ---------------------------Thirty-two hours 
Text Boole Clark and Marshall on Crimes. 
Professor Robert Hyde 
4 Domestic Relations -------------------------------------- ---------------------- Sixteen hours 
T ext Book: P eck on Domestic Relations. 
Professor Samuel Silbert 
Professor Melville W. Vickery 
5 Negotiable I ris trume nts __ _______________ _________ __ __ _____ ______________________Thirty hours 
Text Book: Ogden on Ne gotiable Instruments. 
Professor A. A. Stephens 
Professor F. B. Kavanagh 
6 Agency ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ Thirty hours 
Text Book: Mechem on Agency
Professor Melville W . Vickery 
Professor Lewis Drucker 
7 Torts --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- Forty hours 
Text Book: Cooley on Torts. 
Professor A. A. Stephens 
Second Year 
8 Re al Property ------------------------------------------------------------ _____ ____ ______Fifty hours 
Text Book: Burdick on Real Property. 
Professor Robert Hyde 
Professor Howard D. Burnett 
9 Bailments ___________________________ ___ ____ ___ ___________________________________Twenty-six hours 
Text Book: Dobie on Bailments. 
Professor Samuel Silbert 
Professor Lee Skeel 
10 · Partnership ----------------------------------------------------------- .. ----- ---------- Thirty hours 
Text Book: Gilmore on Partnership. 
Professor Melville W. Vickery 
11 Wills ------------------------------------------------------------------------------- Forty-four hours 
Text Book: Gardner on Wills. 
Professor Harry L. Deibel 
__________________________________________________ _________________ _____ _____ __Thirty hours12 Suretyship 
Text Book: Stearns on Suretyship. 
Professor F. B. Kavanagh 
Professor Oliver Stamper 
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13 :::i ales ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ Forty hours 
Text Book: Woodward's Cases on Sales 
Professor Lee Skeel 
Third Year 
14 Constitutional Law ______________________ ________ ________________________Twenty-six hours 
Text Book: Dlack on Constitutional Law. 
Professor Harry L. Deibel 
15 Pleading -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Forty hours ­
T ext Boole Phillips on Pleading. 
Professor I. R. Morris 
16 E vide nee ---------------------------------------------------------------------------- Thirty-two hours 
Text Book: McKelvey on Evidence 
Professor Henry S. Brainard 
Professor Ellis R. Diehm 
17 Corporations ---------------------------------------------------------------------Thirty-six hours 
Text Boole Clarke on Corporations. 
Professor I. R. Morris 
18 Equity ---- ------ --- ---------- ---- -------- -- ------------------------------------------------- Thirty hours 
Text Book: Merwin on Equity. 
Professor Alfred Clum 
Professor Howard D. Burnett 
19 Damages -------------------------------------------------------------------------------- Twenty hours 
Text Book: Hale on Damages 
Professor Carl A. Hope 
20 Mortgages ---------------------------------- ------------------------------------------ Twenty hours 
Text Book: (Not selected.) 
Professor Carl A. Hope 
Fourth Year 
21 Moot Court and Briefing -------------------------------------- Twenty-four hours 
Melville W. Vickery 
Howell Leuck 
22 Legal BibliographY---------------------------------------------------- Twenty-four hours 
Text Book: Cooley on Brief Making 
Professor F. B. Kavanagh 
23 Review in the following subjects: 
Criminal Law .. . ........ . .. . 71h hours (5 sessions) 
Domestic Relation s .. ....... 3 hours (2 sessions) 
Partnership .. ... . ..... .. .. . .. 4% hours (3 sessions) 
Bills and Notes ...... . ....... 6 hours (4 sessions) 
Suretyship . . . .. . ... .. ...... .4% hours (3 sessions) 
Contracts .. . ...... . . . . .. .... 12 hours (8 sessions) 
Bailments . . . .. ... . .. . ...... 41h hours (3 sessions) 
Wills . . .. .. ...... .. . . .... ... .9 hours (6 sessions) 
Torts . . ...... . ....... . ...... 7% hours (5 sessions) 
24 Final Examination in all of above subjects 
January 12, 17 and 19th. 
25 Trusts ------------------------------------------------------------------------------ Twenty-one hours 
Text Book: Bogart on Trusts 
Professor Harry L. Deibel 
26 R eview in the following subjects: 

Agency . . . .......... . ....... 4% hours (3 sessions) 

Real Property . .............. 12 hours (8 sessions) 

Pleading . . .................. 71h hours (5 sessions) 

Corporations . . . . ........... .6 hours (4 ses-"ions) 
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Constitutional Law .. . .. ... . .. 71h hours (5 sessions) 
Equity .. ........... .. ....... 6 hours ( 4 sessions) 
Sales ...... ...... . .. ... ...... 6 hours ( 4 sessions) 
Evidence ........ . ...... . .. .. 9 hours (6 sessions) 
Legal Ethics ..... .. ......... 3 hours (2 sessions) 
26 Final Examinations in above subjects 
May 4, 9 and 11th. 
27 Review of Statutes --------------------------------------------------------------- Three hours 
Professor Arthur 	E. Rowley 
28 Legal Bibliography R eview ________ ___________________ ____ ______________________ Six hours 
Professor F. B. Kavanagh 
Masters Degree 
For the purpose of encouraging further study of the 
law, after graduation, the board of Trustees of The Cleve­
land Law School have provided for conferring degree of 
Master of Law on it's own graduates and those of other 
Institutions who have acquired degree of Bachelor of Law. 
Requirements. 
A year's resident study resulting in a satisfactory com­
pletion of the following course. 
A reading and examination on Justice Oliver Wendell 
Holmes, Common Law. 
A reading and examination on either Au stin or Hol­
land's Jurisprudence. 
A reading and examination on Wheaton's International 
Law. 
A study of comparative Constitutional Law. 
Lectures and examination in Federal Jurisdiction and 
Procedure. 
Lectures, study and examination in the law of Bank­
ruptcy. 
The writing of a thes is by each candidate fo r a Masters 
Degree upon some legal subject, to be approved by the 
Board of Trustees. Such thesis to be filed with The Cleve­
land Law School. 
Upon the satisfactory completion of the above course, 
the above degree will be conferred. 
The charge for such degree will be $100.00 and $7.50 
for a diploma. The fees to be paid semi-annually in ad­
vance. 
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HONORS AND PRIZES 
1. Honor .Degrees . .Nine honor degrees are conferred upon 
students havmg the highest grades in the final examinations 
for graduation. 
In the class of 1928 these degrees were awarded to the 
following students: 
SUMMA CUM LAU DE 

Garnet L. Patterson, LL. B. 

MAGNA CUM LAUDE 

Joseph C. Frederick, LL. B. 

May Lang, LL. B. 

CUM LAUDE 
Harry Lang, LL. B. 
Benjamin H. Brainard, LL. B. 
Walter L. Chetister, A. B., LL. B. 
John E. Carr, LL. B. 
George S. Baldwin, A. B., LL. B. 
Leonard S. Frost, LL. B. 
2. The Callaghan Prize. This prize is awarded by Messrs. 
Callaghan & Co., of Chicago, to the student having the highest 
average grad~ at the end of the second year, and consists of 
the Cyclopedia Law Dictionary. This prize was awarded in 
June, 1927, to 
WILLIAM C. BOATMAN 
and in June, 1928, to 
JAMES J. HUGHES 
3. The Faculty Prize. A prize of Fifty Dollars, the gift of 
the Faculty of the Law School, is awarded the student of the 
graduating class who has the best record in scholarship for 
the entire course. This prize is an order upon the W. H. 
Anderson Co. for books, to the amount of $50.00. 
In 	June, 1928, this prize was awarded to 

JOSEPH C. FREDERICK 

4. The W. H. Anderson Company Prize. A set of Bates' 
Pleading, Practice and Forms, awarded by t he W. H. Ander­
son Company of Cincinnati, to the student of the graduating 
class who has the highest average in the final exams. 
In June, 1928, this was awarded to 

GARNET L. PATTERSON 

5. The W. Howard Haynes Prizes. (a) Deibel's Ohio 
Probate Code: To the student of the graduating class having 
the best average grade in the final examinations. 
Awarded 	in June, 1928, to 

GARNET L. PATTERSON 
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Fees and Expenses 
Tuition fee per year ---------------------------------------------------$100.00 
Diploma fee for Bachelor of Law --------------- --------------- 7.50 
A discount of ten per cent. off the tuition price will be 
allowed to any student who pays his tuition in two cash pay­
ments of $45.00 each at the beginning of each semester. 
Terms may be arranged with the Secretary, whereby 
students may pay their tuition at the rate of $15.00 per 
month, payable in advance on the 15th of each ·month, until 
the tuition for the semester is paid. 
No payment will be r efunded to students who .are dis­
missed or suspended or who leave the school for any reasun 
except in case of illness involving absence for more than 
half a semester, and then not more than half the propor­
tionate charges for such period of absence will be re­
funded. Students who leave the school for any reason must 
give notice of such intention to the Secretary; otherwise 
they will be charged tuition for the full term. 
No degrees are conferred upon students who have not 
paid their dues to the School. 
For more detailed information call at the office of the 
Dean, 1336 Engineers' Building, or address Cleveland Law 
School, Cleveland, Ohio. Telephone: Main 2533. 
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In June 1928 

MASTER OF LAWS DEGREE 

was conferred upon 
M. W. Vickery, B. S., LL. B., LL. M. 
F r ancis B. Kavanagh, LL. B., LL. M. 
J ohn A. Elden, LL. B., LL. M 
Edward T . Curran, LL. B., LL. M. 
In June 1927 

MASTER OF LAWS DEGREE 

was conferred upon 
Grace B. Doering, A. B., A. M., LL. B., LL. M . 
ALPHA KAPPA DELTA 
A sorori ty has been organized among the women law 
students of THE CLEVELAND LAW SCHOOL, for the 
purpose of encouraging scholarship, stimulating interest in 
school activities and creating a spirit of good will and 
fri endship among the students. 
The officers of Alpha Kappa Delta are : 
President_________________________________,______________ Evelyn DeWitt 
Vice President_________ __ __________________________ Margaret Mcintyre 
Secretary_______________ __ __________ _____ ______________ May Solomon 
Treasurer____ _______________ ________ .________________ ___ Rose Eilberg 
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Register of Students 
CLASS OF 1928 
Alvord, Edward D. -------------------------------------------------·-------------------------- Akron, 0. 

Arthur, John D. -----------------------------------------·-------------------------------- Cleveland, 0. 

Baldwin, George S., A. B. B. S. ________ __ ___ _____ __ ___ _Cleveland Heights, 0. 
Bauer, Irwin G. ------------------------------------·----------------------------------- Cleveland, 0 . 
Bayles, Byron E. ------------------------------------------------------------------------------ Akron, 0. 
Beachy, Garrison L., A. B. ------------------------------------------------ Cleveland, 0. 
Benkoski, Frank L. -------------------------------------------------------------- Cleveland, 0. 
Bei;jamin, Max A. ------------------------------------------------------------- Cleveland, 0 . 
Bergman, Samuel N. -------------------------------·---------------------------- Cleveland, 0 . 
Bianchi, Angelo ------------------------------------------------------------------ _______ Akron, 0. 
Bogdas, Max F . ---------------------------------------------------------------------- Cleveland, 0 . 
Bowen, lathanial ---------------------------------'------------------------------ Cleveland, 0. 
Brad ley, Edwi n J . ------------------------------------------------------------------ Cleveland, 0. 
Brainard, Benjamin H. ---------------------------------------------------- Cleveland, 0. 
Brennan, Frank J. ----------------------------------------·-------------------------- Cleveland, 0. 
Brewster, Evan B. --------------------------------------- ------------------ ------------------ Akron, 0 . 
Brock, Raymond V., A. B. -----------------------------------------Norwich, 0. 
Brown, Mona J . ------------------------------------ ·------------------------------- Cleveland, 0. 
Bush, Green B. ------------------------------------------------------------------------ Akron, 0 . 
Cain, Frederick G. ---------- ----------------------------------------------------------- Akron, 0. 
Campbell, Thomas R. --------------------------------------------------------------- Cleveland, 0 . 
Carr, Joh n E. -------------------------------------------------------------------------------- Cleveland, 0. 
Caufield, T homas J. --·---------------------------------------------------------------- Cleveland, 0 . 
Cheti ste r, Walter L., A. B. ----------------·--- ------------------------------ Lakewood, 0 . 
Clapper, Daniel W. ------------------------------------ __________________ _____ __ ___ ____ _____ ___ Akron, 0. 
Clarke, Harry F . ----------------------------------------__ ___ ___ ___ _____________________________ Akron, 0. 
Clossman, Samuel M. -------------·------------------ ·------------------------------- Cleveland, 0. 
Cody, Edmund E . ----------------------------------------------------------------------- Cleveland, 0. 
Cohen, Bessie ---------------------------------------------------------------------- ------- __.Cleveland, 0. 
Cohen, Max V. ----------------------------------------------------------------- _____ ____ Cleveland, 0 . 
Cook, Tevous R . ------ --------------------------------------------------·------ ______ ________ Akron, 0. 
Cow1ing, Richard J. ---------------- '------------------_______________________ _________________ Akron, 0. 
Crown, Emil A. B. ---------------------------------------------------------------------- Cleveland, 0. 
Dunham, Ruth W., A. B. -------------------------------------------------------- Cleveland, 0. 
Ecrement, Lloyd L. ------------------------------------ _______________________________________ Akron, 0 . 
Ehrlich, Nat ------------------------------------------------------------------------- Cleveland, 0. 
E llsworth, Lloyd E. ---------------------------·-----------------------------------------------Akron, 0. 
Englander, Emanuel ------------------------------------------------------------------- Cleveland, 0. 
Feldman, Abraham P . --------------------- -------------------------- ----------Akron, 0. 
Fisher, Hannah ----------------------------------------- _______________ Cleveland Heights, 0. 
Flaumenhaft, Edward -------------------------------- -------------------------------- Cleveland, 0 . 
Frederick, Joseph C. ---------------------------------------------------------Lorain, 0. 
Freeland, Thomas P . ---------------------------------------------------------------------Akron, 0. 
Friedberg, Harry -------------------------------------------------------Cleveland Heights, 0 . 
Frost, Leonard S. ----------------------------------------- ------------------------------- Lakewood, 0. 
Gepfert, Franklin G. -------------------------- ------------Cleveland H eights, 0. 
Gerdy, Nathan ----------------------------------------------------------------------------- Cleveland, 0 . 
Goebel, ·William A. ------------------------------------------------------------------ Cleveland, 0 . 





Gornik, Frank ------------------------------------------------ -------------------------------- Cleveland, 0.
Graham, Stella H. _____ _______ ___________________ __ _______ __ ____________ __ ________________________ Akron, 0. 
Graybill, Emmett D. ---------------------------------- __ ___ __ ____ _____________________________ Akron, 0. 
Greenbaum, Bernard B. ---------------------------------------------------------- Cleveland, 0. 
Greenberg, Harold ------------------------------------------------------------------------ Cleveland, 0 . 
Griff, Sam -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- Cleveland, 0. 
Harpel, Elizabeth -------------------------------------------------------------- East Cleveland, 0. 
Harris, Edbert R. ---------------------------------------- -------------- Cleveland Heights, 0. 
Harris, Emilie A. B., A. M. ------------------------------------------------ Lakewood, 0. 
Hartford, Edward -------------------------------------------------------------------- Cleveland, 0. 
Havre, Marvin, B. S. -------------------------------- _______________ Cleveland Heights, 0. 
Haynes, Lyle M. ------------------------------------------ ____________________________ ______ __ ____ Akron, 0. 
Herrmann, Ralph A. ---------------------------------------------------------------- ---- Cleveland, 0. 
Hurwitz, Maurice ------------------------------------------------------ Cleveland Heights, 0. 
Joseph, Allan M. ------------------------------------------ ___ ______ ___________ Shaker Heights, 0. 
Kane, Milton C. ------------------------------ ------------------------- Cleveland Heights, 0 . 
Katzel, Samuel A. ------------------------------------------------------------------------ Cleveland, 0. 
Kelsey, Roy E., B. S. A. B., Ph. B. _______________ ____ ________________ Twinsburg, 0. 
Kirk, Lyle 0. --------------------------------------------------------------------------------Lakewood, 0.
Krumlauf, Dor;ald M. ____________ _____ _______________________________ __________________________ Akron, 0. 
Laferty, Paul -------------------------------------------------------------------------------- Cleveland, 0. 
Lang, Harry ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ Cleveland, 0. 
Lang, May -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- Cleveland, 0. 
Loveman, Clifford G. ---------------------------------------------------------------- Cleveland, 0. 
Lubeshkoff, Harry E. -------------------------------- -------------------------------- Cleveland, 0. 
McCoy, Allyn R. ___ _______________________________________ ____ ______________ __ _____ _______________ Akron, 0 . 
McDowell, Thomas J. --------------------------------------------------------------- Cleveland, 0. 
Mcintyre, Margaret L. -------'------------------------------------------------------ Cleveland, 0. 
Marcus, Wolfe _____________________________________ ________ ____________ __ __ Cleveland Heights, 0. 
Mascitelli, Gustave A. ____________ ____,__________ _____ ___ __________ ___________________________ Akron, 0 . 
:Mathews, Wendell E. ------------------------------------------------------------- Cleveland, 0. 
May, Fred ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- Cleveland, 0. 
Messenger, Otis G., A. B., A. M. ---------- -------------------------------- Cleveland, 0.
M:ayer, Harry L. ______________________________________________________ _____________________ __ _____Akron, 0 . 
Mooney, F. J. ----------------------------------------------- ---------------------------- Lakewood, 0.
Moore, Jack C. ________________ ___ _________________________________________________________________Akron, 0 . 
Morris, William __________________________________________________________ __________________________ Akron, 0. 
Myers, Ralph J. -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------Akron, 0. 
Oberdorfer, Earl L. ________________________ ____________________________________ _______ _________Akron, 0. 
Osher, Herman ---------------------------------------------------------------------------- Cleveland, 0. 
Pack, Mildred F. ______________________ ___ _______________ __ ___ __ __ __ __ ____ Cleveland Heights, 0. 
Patterson, Garnet L. ____ _______________ ________:__________________ ___ ________ __ __ __ Cleveland, 0. 
Prejean, Arthur W. -----'-------------------------------------------------------------- Cleveland, 0 . 
Pfeifle, Nola ----------------------------------------------- --------------··------------------------Akron, 0. 
Rathvon, Gordon ---------------------------------------- ______________________ _______ _____ Wickliffe, 0. 
~::~~. EJuj~ _§: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: §::~:::~~: 8: 
Reilley, Marguerite K. ------------------------------------------------------------- Lakewood, 0 . 
~iJ~li. fe~~~~ ~-- ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-:_-_-_-::_-_-_-:_-:::::_-:::_-:___:!_~A~:~:· 8: 
~~e~~· L~j~~l;B_:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::=::::::~::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~l~~~l!~~: 8: 
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Sachs, Michael ----------------------------------------------------------------------------- Cleveland, 0. 
ltfg~}~~~:~~~f~~~-~~~~~~~ ~!i!!!~i: ~: 

Schrade, Fred W. ---------------------------------------------------------- Garfield Heights, Q. 
Schwartz, Selma R. ---------------------------------------------------------- East Cleveland, 0. 
Selden, Harry A. -----------------------------------------------------Cleveland Heights, 0. 
l~J[:#f~~:~=~t~[~=1~~~~~~~-ll~fii~: 

Sonnendecker, George E. ---------------------------------------------------------- Cleveland, 0. 
Sterkel, George A. ----------------------------------------------------------------------- Cleveland, 0.
Stingel, Jacob L., Ph C. ______________________________________________ _________Twinsburg, 0 . 
Suffens, Everett L. ------------------------------------------------------------------- Cleveland, 0 . 
Taddeo, Joseph H. ______________________________ __________________ __ ____ Cleveland Heights, 0. 
Tanz, \Valter B. ------------------------------------------------------------------------- Cleveland, 0.
Timen, Bernard G., Ph. C. ______:_____________________________________________ Cleveland, 0. 
Trivison, Anthony ----------------------------'---------------------------------------- Cleveland, 0. 
~:~~~~~·T~~~~~~: J·__::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::=:::::::: §::~:::~~: 8: 
~~lfk:~~~~?~~~~l~~i~~-~ ~l~~}f I! 
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CLASS OF 1929 
Adelman, William R. -------- - --- Cleveland, 0. 
Alp iner, Samuel S. __ ------ Cleveland, 0. 
An derson, Monghild Lakewood, 0. 
Bash, Philip Cleveland, 0. 
Beda, John D. --------------- Cleveland, 0. 
Bender, .George H. ---------------- Lakewood, 0. 
Bennett, relson . ---------- ----- Cleveland, 0. 
Boatman, William C. Cleveland, 0. 
Breitbart, Albert N. Cleveland, 0. 
Brydle, Robert F ., A. B. Cleveland, 0. 
Burtt, Dorothy S., B. S. --------------- - Cleveland, 0. 
Burtt, Roger C. Cleveland, 0. 
Carey, Arthur J. - ----·-- _ _ Cleveland, 0. 
Chamberlain, John H ., B. S. Cleveland, 0. 
Claffie, Frank J. -------·------------------------------ Cleveland, 0. 
ooper, Rolland M., B. S. --------------------------------------- Cleveland, 0. 
Cornsweet, Sidney L. ---------------·-----·--------· ________________Shaker Heights, 0. 
Daus, Milton T., B. S. --------------------------------------------------------------- Cleveland, 0. 
DelSander, Roxy C. ----------------------------------------------------- Cleveland, 0. 
Diamond, Isaac ----·---------··---·-·························--- --···----------······--- Cleveland, 0. 
Dowd, David D., A. B. -·---·-·················-------------- --------------- Cleve l at~d, 0. 
Dziam a, Basii - ------------··········-----·······-····--------- ---·----------- Loram, 0. 
Ehlert, Carl H., A. B., B. S. ---··-····--------------------· Cleveland, 0. 
Eilberg, Rose S. ---------··············-··--···----- -- ---- -- Cleveland, 0 . 
Eisele, Frederick W. ----------------- --------- Rocky River, 0. 
Fahey, Margaret -------- Cleveland, 0. 
Gering, Louis W. ----------- --- ---- Cleveland, 0 . 
Gerdy, Emmanuel ___ _:_____________________ Cleveland, 0. 
Gla ntz, Solomon -------····--·····--··-·---------- Cleveland, 0. 
Goodwin Homer C. Cleveland, 0 . 
Gooel, B~rtram J. Cleveland Heights, 0 . 
Green. E dward D., B. S. Cleveland, 0. 
Greenbaum, Bernard Clevi;land, 0. 
Greenberg, Ruby, B. S. Shaker Heights, 0. 
Greenfi eld. Samuel Cleveland, 0 . 
Greenwald, Isidore Cleveland, 0 . 
Grove, Mabel M. Cleveland, 0. 
Gunn, Eugene J. Cleveland, 0. 
H agerty, Edward H . Cleveland, 0 . 
H aefele, John C. __ Cleveland, 0. 
H an ki son, George E . -------- ____ Cleveland, 0. 
H elle r, Newton D. --·-------- ---------- Cleveland, 0. 
H erkn er, Henry A., M. D. ---·------------ -- East Cleveland, 0. 
Hinckley, Margaret V. --------------------- Chagrin Falls, 0. 
Hodous, Wilfred ----------·--···--·-··-·····------- -------·-····· Cleveland, 0. 
Hoffman, Joseph -------·-·----------------- ---------·- Cleveland, 0 . 
H omer, Bruce --------------- ----------- Cleveland, 0. 
Horning, Bernard J. ------···········------------------····-- Cleveland, 0. 
Horwitz. Isidore ---····-·····- ··········-----················------··············· Cleveland, 0. 
Hungerford, Phillip C. ----··------------·····----- ·--·------------------ East Cleveland, 0. 
Hunter, Lloyd D. --·········---------················--------------······--·----- Cleve!and, 0 . 
Hyde, H. Neville ····---------------·---------------·--··············Sullivan, 0. 
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Jackman, D. Harland Cleveland, 0. 
Jakubs, George A. Cleveland, 0. 
Jenkins, Edgar M. ------··· Cleveland, 0 . 
Jacobson, Albert -- --·-··--· Cleveland, 0 . 
Johnson, Oscar H. --------·-··--·--------- - ------ Cleveland, 0 . 
Jordan, Harvey B. -----··--·-·······- ----Shaker Heights, 0. 
Katzel, Edward _ _____ Cleveland, 0. 
Kirschner, Jeanne C. ----- Cleveland, 0.
Kohen, Marvin A. ____ ------- Cleveland, 0 . 
Kovachy, Edward M., B. S. Cleveland, 0. 
Kunik, Julius Cleveland, 0. 
Latin, Norman T . Cleveland, 0. 
Lieberman, Emmanuel H., A. B., B. S. Cleveland, 0. 
Lilley, James B. Grafton, 0. 
Lloyd, Sheldon A. --------- --- ------- Cleveland, 0. 
Lombardo, Frank A. ---------·····-------- ------ Cleveland, 0. 
E~~~;~.11~!~£~·~:--::::==::::=::::::::::::::=::::::=:==::::::=:=::=:=::=:1i:~~~~8: 
Mathews, Stephen H., Mus. B. ··············-··-----···············------· Cleveland, 0. 
Mendelson, Gilbert .................................................................. _ Cleveland, 0. 
Meredith, Kenneth A. -----··········-·········-----·····---------------····· Cleveland, 0 . 
Miller, ·warren D. ------··-----·----------···--------------------------- --······ Cleveland, 0. 
Mitchell, Marvin ----------------·-···----·--····------·-·- ----------- Cleveland, 0. 
Molnar, Ernest L. --··----·-········- ·-----·-··-··----···-----------·-·-- Cleveland, 0. 
Mong, Harold S., A. B., A. M. -·-·-----------------------Cleveland Heights, 0. 
Montgomery, Archibald G., B. S. --------- Lakewood, 0 . 
Morrissey, Gilbert F. ----------------- Cleveland, 0 . 
Murphy, Martin J. --- ---------- ----- Cleveland, 0. 
Murray, John F., A. B. ---- ------ --·-- Lakewood, 0 . 
Murphy, Marion C. ----------···---------- Cleveland, 0. 
egin, Abe L. ---------------··-------------- Cleveland, 0. 
Niedbalski, Anthony C., A. B. ----- ------ Cleveland, 0 . 
Pheley, Paul W ., A. B. ------- Cleveland, 0 . 
Picciano, Daniel A. - ------ Cleveland, 0. 
Price, Esther ---------- ---- --- Cleveland, 0 . 
Quallich, Martin W . _____ _Lakewood, 0. 
Quinlan, William J. ---------------- Lakewood, 0. 
Ratner, Max Cleveland, 0. 
Richman, Morton Cleveland, 0. 
Rippner, Ellis Cleveland Heights, 0 . 
Rome, Henry A. --------·-· Cleveland, 0. 
Rose, Edward A. ·--- --·--···--···------- Cleveland, 0 . 
Rosenberger, Louis ············--····-····-···--·----··--------- Cleveland, 0. 
Rossman, Leo E. ------------··--------·--·-··--·-- ------------- Cleveland, 0. 
Rossow, Charlotte J. -------··············--------------·- Cleveland, 0. 
Sankey, Thomas H. ----··--·-·---- ------- - - Cleveland, 0. 
Schneider, David C. -----------·--··--------··----------- Cleveland, 0. 
Schneider, Ernest L. ----------·······-·····------·-----------· Lakewood, 0. 
~::~~ r,H;{~{old-·E·.-··:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::=:::::::==:::=::::::::=:::=.~: §l:~:J~~~: g: 
Sessions, Paul S., B. S. --- ---·-·····---------------- ----------·- Lakewood, 0 . 
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Siegel, Nathan ··--·-········--·--·· Cleveland, 0. 
Slough, Helen J. _________ Lakewood, 0. 
Smith, Leonard --·-----------··-------- Cleveland, 0. 
Smith, Philip T. - --------·· Cleveland, 0 . 
Sobel, Isadore ------------------ Cleveland, 0. 
Spooner, Lawrence E. -------·-·- · Cleveland, 0 . 
Steibel, Michael R. Cleveland, 0. 
Steibel, Peter ··----···· Cleveland, 0. 
Stock, David W. -------· __ Cleveland, 0. 
Walker, Clarence A. ------·-· Cleveland, 0 . 
Weeda, Dewey S. ---··-·-··-···-·-···· Cleveland, 0. 
Weinstein, Robert --------······---------- Cleveland, 0. 
Weiss, William ·-··-········--·-----··-------- Cleveland, 0. 
Wertheimer, Richard L. ------·····-------··- Cleveland, 0. 
Wittman, John G. ··············-······-··--·-·-···------------ Cleveland, 0. 
~~i~:t.~j~E~~· \0:~~::::=::::::.....:=:::==::=====~~=~~~-=~~:::==::··§t~~~t:~~: 8: 
~~j~ci,1~~~~us; F:··:::::::::::::::::::::::::::=:::::::::::::::::::::::::=:::::::::::::::::: g:~:l~~~: 8: 
Zettlemeyer, Theodore ............................. ................................. Cleveland, 0 . 

Zychick, Joseph ............................................................................ Cleveland, 0 
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CLASS OF 1930 
Akers, Stanley R. --------------·________ Cleveland, 0 . 
Akerson, Runo L. Cleveland, 0. 
Atack, William H. --·--···- ___ Lakewood, 0. 
Bachner, athan C. Cleveland, 0. 
Baer, H ans --- ---------------- Cleveland, 0. 
Baetz, Ralph G. ----------------- Lakewood, 0 . 
Barber, Alma P . Cleveland, 0. 
Beck, Erban A. Cleveland, 0 . 
Benhoff, Homer E. Lakewood, 0. 
Binkley, Sara I. __,,___......- ...·---.............__________ Cleveland, 0 . 
Bistricky, Joseph L. -----··-··----- ------- Cleveland, 0. 
Bivin, Thomas H. ----·-··-···---------------- Elyria, 0 . 
Blau, Edward B. ···-···········:··············-··----------·-·· East Cleveland, 0. 
Bonsteel, Lloyd 0. ··-······-···-·-···-·····-·-··-··--···-····--··- Cleveland, 0. 
Bowers, Benedict J . -·········-····-··-····-··········-···-······-- ····-··- Cleveland, 0. 
Bratelj , Marcus A . ...................................... ·-·-···-······-·········-· Cleveland, 0. 
Bradford, J oh n B . ................................................ ·-····-·····-·-···· Cleveland, 0. 
Brennan, Catherine C. ····································-························ Cleveland, 0. 
Brown, John J ............................................................................. Cleveland, 0 . 
Brown, Sollie H . ........................................................................ Cleveland, 0. 
Burns, William F . ........................................................................ Cleveland, 0. 
Burwasser, Albert ........................................................................ Cleveland, 0. 
Busch, Roy .................................................................................... Cleveland, 0. 
Buzney, Tina G............................................................................. Cleveland, 0. 
Carey, William F. ·······················-····-····················-··········-··-·· Cleveland, 0 . 
Cassidy, Irving J. ············-········-······-···················-··---······ Cleveland, 0 . 
Cipra, James C. ---·····--······-····-·······-····--·-- ·--·-·-···- Cleveland, 0. 
Clossman, Joseph J. ··-··-·····--·-·--·····---- --·-·--···-·-··-- Cleveland, 0 . 
Cohen, Benton ·-···--------------------···--···- Cleveland, 0 . 
Colman, Joe -·-·······---····-- ·--·-----------.. - Cleveland. 0 . 
Columbus, Robert E. -···-·--·-- ···-------------- Cleveland, 0. 
Davidson, Everett H. Lorain, 0. 
Decker, M. W . ___ ___ Cleveland, 0. 
Dewey, Arthur M ., C. P. A. Cleveland, 0 . 
DeVorn, Albert E. ---·-·-·· Cleveland, 0 . 
DeWitt, Evelyn G. ----···-----·-- ------ Cleveland, 0. 
Dickson, Robert 0. ------------------- Cleveland, 0. 
Dilley, William C. ·-··------····------------ Cleveland, 0 . 
Donkin, Robert F. -------··-·-· _______ Cleveland, 0 . 
Dooley, Harry A., A. B. ··---------·- Cleveland, 0. 
Dorsky, Isidore -·-··-···-··-·-- --------··-- Cleveland, 0 . 
Dougherty, Harold F. ------·-····-·----------- Cleveland, 0. 
Eckstein, Milton E. ---·--···-···--···-··--··--····-··- Cleveland, 0. · 
Edde!, J oseph T . ············-········-···-- ·····-·-·-----··--·····- Cleveland, 0 . 
Eyler, George A. ········-··············-··············-··-··-······-·---- Cleveland, 0 . 
Farren, Walter J. ................................................................ ...... Cleveland, 0. 
Fischer, Henry C. ············································-························· Cleveland, 0. 
Fitzgibbons, John ··················-···········-···································· ···· Cleveland, 0 . 
Fleischer, Julius ............................................................................ Cleveland, 0 . 

Flower, James H . . ....................................................................... Cleveland, 0. 

Francis, Maurice L. ..................................................................... Cleveland, 0. 

Frankel, George ............................................................................ Cleveland, 0. 
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Frewen, John A. --····-------··-·······-········-··-----·--··- Cleveland, 0. 
Friedman, Lillian ······-------······-········--·--·········-·---··-··-·- Cleveland, 0. 
Furray, Paul E. ··--······---·-·····················-·-······-········· East Cleveland, 0. 
Gallagher, Vivian R. ----------············-··-········- -··----- Cleveland, 0. 
Gessik, Michael J . -------······-···········- ·---·-···········-·····-- Cleveland, 0 . 
Glasenapp, Earl Wm. ---·-- --· Cleveland, 0. 
Goedde, Anthony H . Cleveland, 0 . 
Goldberg, Isadore E. Cleveland, 0 . 
Goldman, Aaron R. Cleveland, 0 . 
Good, Maurice Cleveland, 0 . 
Goldstein, Sidney Cleveland, 0. 
Gordon, Milton Cleveland Heights, 0. 
Greve, \ alter F. Colonial Heights, 0. 
Groden, Herbert A. Cleveland, 0 . 
Grosclaude, Carl J. Lakewood, 0. 
Grotenrath, Joseph A. Cleveland, 0. 
Hagerman, Fred G. Cleveland Heights, 0. 
Hall , ·orman C. Cleveland, 0 . 
Hance, Joseph P. Lakewood, 0. 
Handelman, Doris Cleveland, 0 . 
Harri . Charle F. Cleveland, 0 . 
Harrivel, Clarence S. Cleveland, 0 . 
Harvey, Marion Cleveland, 0 . 
Hawkin , J oseph D . Cleveland, 0 . 
Hawkins, Frank J. Cleveland, 0. 
Heath, Beverly C. Cleveland, 0. 
H eller, Albert R. Cleveland, 0 . 
Hessoun, Leo. F. ·-------- Cleveland, 0. 
Hola n, Thomas P. .. Cleveland, 0 . 
Hopkinson, Ruth W. --------···--------- Lakewood, 0. 
Horrigan, Edward J. --------·········-···---------·-·-- Cleveland, 0. 
Houska, Richard J. ----·····--····---··----················-·········--- Cleveland, 0. 
Hughes, J ames J. ··········--·-··················--····································· Cleveland, 0. 
Hu ll , Fred G . ................................................................................ Cleveland, 0. 
Junke, Harold W. -----·----··············-···-·-····--··----- Cleveland, 0. 
Karch, George F. - --------·---------- Cleveland, 0 . 
Ke lly, Genevieve Cleveland, 0 . 
Keyes, Edwin C. Elyria, 0 . 
Kihlken. Lloyd E . ---------------- Lakewood, 0 . 
Klein. Nelson W. East Cleveland, 0 . 
Kohl, Floyd A. baker Heights, 0. 
Kohn, Harry Cleveland, 0. 
Kohn. nhur Cleveland, 0. 
Krejci, Raymond F. Cleveland, 0 . 
Kurzenberger. \ Vi lliam L. Cleveland, 0. 
Ku , Frank J. Cleveland, 0. 
Lang. Florence E. - --------------- Cleveland, 0 . 
Lazear. Dave J. Cleveland, 0. 
LeQuesne. A rch Lakewood, 0. 
Leven on. David Cleveland, 0. 
Le,·ine. Alex Cleveland, 0. 
Leber. Charles F. Cleveland, 0. 
Levv. Xathan Cleveland, 0. 
L ight ner, Leo F . Cleveland, 0. 
Lindhorst, Roland E . --····················-···············- -······-·····-- Cleveland, 0 . 
Litwak, Sol -················································-·················--------- Cleveland, 0 . 
Loventhal, Donald B. ----················································-·····-·· Cleveland, 0 . 
Lusch, Charles F. ······--··············--·--······--····-··························-- Cleveland, 0 . 
Lustig, Ladimer ·-········-·······- ··································----·-- Cleveland, 0 . 
McMonagle, George A. ----····- -··--·-·--····-Cleveland Heights, 0. 
McAnerney, Harry F. -··--··-···----------Cleveland, 0. 
Mandel, Morton C. - - --·--·-·-· Cleveland, 0 . 
Mande l, Sanford H. Cleveland Heights, 0 . 
Mash, Benjamin A. Cleveland, 0. 
Minshall, Charles T. ----··-·-· Cleveland, 0. 
1ollison, Clarence L. ---· Cleveland, 0 . 
fonk , Caroline S., A. B. Cleveland, 0 . 
Morris, J. Frank Cleveland, 0. 
Moran, Edward \V. Cleveland, 0 . 
Munson, Harry L., B. P . E. Cleveland, 0 . 
Mullinnix, Kathryne E,, A. B. Cleveland, 0. 
Murdock, Charles C. Cleveland, 0 . 
Myers, \ alter M. Cleveland, 0 . 
Nealon Mae Cleveland, 0 . 
Nickels, Henry H. Cleveland, 0 . 
Nowacki, Myron A. Cleveland, 0. 
Palmer, Harold E . ------- --------- Cleveland, 0. 
Patrick, Mary M. Cleveland, 0. 
Paull, Alexander J . Conneaut, 0 . 
Peshek, Ralph F. Cleveland, 0 . 
Pimsner, Elmer A. Cleveland, 0. 
Powell, oel W. Cleveland, 0 . 
Pressman, Herman S. Cleveland, 0. 
Ralston, J ames W. --- -·--------·-----------·-·Rocky River, 0 . 
Read, Robert S. ---------------··········--·········-·····-···--------- ---- Cleveland, 0 . 
Reichard, George W. ··············-----·------·-·---------Cleveland Heights, 0 . 
Richmond, Harold J. -······························································ Cleveland, 0. 
Roberts, John ································--····-········································ Cleveland, 0. 
Rose, Doris H . -----------····-····-·······------········-·-············-··-- Cleveland, 0. 
Rose n, Alex --····--····- ·····--····················----------- Cleveland, 0 . 
Rosenbaum, Marvin ---·--------- ---- East Cleveland, 0 . 
Rosenthal, Alex ··-····------------- Cleveland, 0. 
Rudenauer, Arthur B. ------------·- Lakewood, 0. 
Ruhig, Henry P. Cleveland, 0. 
Schreiber, Edwin F. Cleveland, 0. 
Schwartz, Mathilda P. ------------- Cleveland, 0 . 
chmitt, John J . Cleveland, 0 . 
Selman, Morton I. Cleveland, 0 . 
imon, Floyd A. Cleveland Heights, 0 . 
Siegel, Henry Cleveland, 0 . 
Simon, Milton M. Cleveland, 0. 
Simonelli, Michael B. Cleveland, 0. 
ims ]. Kenneth Lakewood, 0 . 
Slater, Erwin I. Cleveland, 0 . 
lough, Frank M. Lakewood, 0 . 
Slutsker, Lawrence Cleveland, 0 . 
lutsker, Stanley Cleveland, 0 . 
mith, Haddon G. Cleveland, 0 . 
mith, \\'.Jarvis, Jr. Youngstown, 0 . 
iddell, William G., A. B. Cleveland, 0. 
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Solomon, Mae Cleveland, 0 . 
olomon, Chester C. -------------- Lakewood, 0. 
Spector, Rachel Cleveland, 0. 
Speter, Edward C. Cleveland, U. 
Spilka, Alfred C., B. S. Cleveland, 0 . 
tark, John F. Lakewood, 0. 
tary, Earl Cleveland, 0. 
trasser, Raymond F. Cleveland, 0 . 
Stotsky, Abe Cleveland, 0. 
turges, Hale Cleveland, 0. 
Taber, Herman Cleveland, 0 . 
Teguns, Sanford A. Cleveland, 0 . 
Tenenbaum, George Shaker Heights, 0 . 
Terrell, Arthur W . Cleveland, 0. 
Thompson, Frank A. Cleveland, 0. 
Thomas, Jack L. ----·-· Cleveland, 0. 
Tims, Wilmer - ----- -··----------·· Lakewood, 0. 
Tucker, Paul C. -···-····-·-···--·······---- --·--- - Cleveland, 0. 
Turner, Blaney C. --··--·············--------·-······-·--------- Cleveland, 0. 
Vanek, Elmer R. -························------··········--------··--·-···--·--·- Cleveland, 0. 
Vanza, Richard F . .................................................................... Cleveland, 0 . 
V erh unce, Alfred J. ·-----------·········--------------················--··-·--·--··-· Cleveland, 0. 
Volner, Dorothy ------·-------···································-----·-----··--·--·- Cleveland, 0 . 
Wahl, Stanley M. -·--·-········-·-····--···-----···-····----- Cleveland, 0. 
Wagner, Ernest M. -------············ ···------·--·~----------- Cleveland, 0. 
Wagner, Harold ·------------------ - - -- Cleveland, 0 . 
Walker, George H . ___ Cleveland, 0. 
Walker, Henry H . --------- Cleveland, 0 . 
Weil, Gilbert - ----- - - ----- Cleveland, 0 . 
Weinberger, Adolph -------·- ClevelanQ, 0. 
Wharton, L. Frank Cleveland, 0. 
Whitney, Charles W. Cleveland, 0 . 
Wieder, Gilbert H. Cleveland, 0. 
Williams, Edwin D. Cleveland, 0. 
Wohl, Alexander Z. Cleveland, 0. 
Wolfson, Abe Cleveland, 0. 
Wolkoff, Maurice Cleveland, 0 . 
\Vr ight, Franklin R. Cleveland, 0 . 
Zabel!, Harry - ------ --------- Cleveland, 0. 
Zelazny, Joseph L. Cleveland, 0. 
Zona, Stephen A. Cleveland, 0 . 
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Abrahams, William _ ______________ Cleveland, 0. 
Barnum, James E. ---------------- Berea, 0. 
Baste!, Theodore ., A. B. Cleveland Heights, 0. 
Beckett, Aurel F. Cleveland, 0. 
Beckett, Herbert M. Cleveland, 0. 
Benda, Robert ]. , B. Ph. Cleveland, 0. 
Beyer, Harold C., A. B., A. M. Berea, 0. 
Blackburn, Harry C. Cleveland H eights, 0. 
Busch, Harold Cleveland, 0 . 
Canfield, Harry R., B. S. Cleveland, 0. 
Carpenter, Otto Wm,. . A. B. Lakewood, 0. 
Chodera, John J . Cleveland, 0. 
Conway, Daniel E . - ------·--------- Cleveland, 0. 
Cooper, Joseph R. ----·-·----··- -·-------- Cleveland, 0. 
Dryer, Carl E. ----·--------·-···-----··-···---·-··-·--···--··----·-- Lakewood, 0 . 
Dungan, Norman L. ···························-·····-···-·--····--······-··-· Lakewood, 0. 
Epstein, Norman ········--·································-····················-··- Lakewood, 0. 
Ettinger', Glenn D. ----·-···································-·-·······-············· Lakewood, 0. 
Fergus, Richard D., A. B. -·--····-······------··--···--·--·-··- Cleveland, 0. 
Flynn, Harry L. -----------···-- -- ·----·-·-···Cleveland Heights, 0. 
Foukal, Anthony -------------·--------- Cleveland, 0. 
Friedman, Nathan -----··-···------------ Cleveland, 0. 
Glenn, Elwood G. ·----- Cleveland, 0 . 
Goette, Edward L. ------- ----- Cleveland, 0. 
Greenfield, Samuel R. - ----------- Cleveland, 0. 
Griffith, Katharine E. - ------ Cleveland, 0. 
Haber, Arthur C. ________ __ ___Cleveland Heights, 0 . 
Haserodt:. Herbert G., B. S. Cleveland, 0 . 
Heflich, Jerome A. Cleveland Heights, 0 . 
Hezebicks, J ohn Wm. Cleveland, 0 . 
Hiltz, Frank J.. Cleveland, 0 . 
Jacobs, Hugh B. Cleveland, 0 . 
Keep, Marshall M. Lorain, 0. 
Kiss, Coleman Lakewood, 0. 
Langguth, Elmer E. Cleveland, 0. 
Leece, W'ilson A. Lakewood, 0. 
Leibel, Carl J., Ph B. Cleveland, 0. 
Lowther, Harry F . ----·-·· Cleveland, 0. 
Ludwig, Nelson G. ------·--·----- ---- --- Lakewood, 0 . 
McCormick, Arthur J . --·---··--····-······· ------- Cleveland, 0. 
McNamara, Edwin J . -·-·- ·····-··----···------------ -- Cleveland, 0 
Mancino, Paul ----···-·-··--·--········-······---····--··-·······-·- Clev~land, 0 . 
Nycamp, Maud G. ···-···- ··············-···-··-··------····-········--·--Chagrin Falls, 0. 
O'Harra, John F. ···········-·····--············-···-···········--··-·········-···-··· Cleveland, 0. 
Oldham, Fred W., A. B. ·············-·············-··-··········-·-·-·-·-- Bedford, 0. 
O'Shea, Justin J ., A. B. ··-·····--------··-··---·-····--······-··· Lakewood, 0. 
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Pasternak, Henry - - ----------- ---------------------Lakewood, 0 . 
Pearlman, Albert ----------------------------- --Cleveland Heights, 0. 
Poe, Arthur C., A. B. ----------------------··-------------- Cleveland, 0.
Probeck, Robert P., A. B. ___________________ ______________ Cleveland Heights, 0. 
Rager, George D. ---------------------------------------- -------------- Cleveland, 0. 
Rager, Julia M., A. B. --------------------------- --------------------- Cleveland, 0 . 
Ray, Mortimer W. -------------------------------------------------- Cleveland, 0 . 
Rosenblum, Max ----------- --------------------------- Cleveland, 0 . 
Salter , Roy ----------------------------------------------------Kent, 0. 
Siegel, Norman, B. S. - ------------------------------ Cleveland, 0. 
Schneider, William J. ------------- Cleveland, 0. 
Sill , Sanford ---------------------------------------- Cleveland, 0 . 
Slowey, Alan J., A. B. ------------------------------------------ Cleveland, 0. 
Smolinski, Leonard D., A. B. -------------------- -- ---------- Cleveland, 0 . 
Stevens, Clayton P . ---------------------------------------------- Cleveland, 0. 
Stevens, Joseph B., A. B. ------------------------ --------------------------------Lakewood, 0 . 
Strauss, Walton L. ------------------------··-·------------------------------------- Cleveland, 0 . 
Turk, Raymond J . -----------------------------------------------------------·--------------Cleveland, 0. 
Van Horne, Marjori e ------------------------··-------------------------------------- Cleveland, 0 . 
Weinberg, Louis --------------------------------------------------------------------- Cleveland, 0. 
Widder, Milton -------------------------------------------------------------------- Cleveland, 0. 
Wikisal, Daniel J. ---------------------------------------------------- Cleveland, 0 . 
Wilkofsky, William J . ---------------------------------------------Cleveland Heights, 0 . 
Winland, James I. ----····--······---- --------· ···-------------------- Cleveland, 0. 
Wood, Walter K. ------------------------------------------------- Cleveland, 0. 
Wyckoff, Stanley R. -------------------------------------------------------------Bedford, 0 . 
Yeagle, Anthony N., A. B. -------------------- --------------------Berea, 0 . 
Yoder, Cleon R. ----------------------------------------- - -------------- Cleveland, 0 . 
Yurick, Stephen -------------------------------------- --------- Cleveland, 0. 
Zucker, Mi 1 ton ------------------------------------------------------------------ Cleveland, 0. 
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